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1. Introduction

In recent years, the theory of set-valued operators and methods has bee ome the
appropriate framework for stud3ring optimization and nonlinear control problems. The
tremendous success of this theory :s illustrated in the books [1, 2]. In this paper we
shall develop further properties oi a class of set-valued operators in innnite-dimensonal
Banach spaces with emphasis on the eigenvalues and eiger. vectors of ccnvex closed set-
valued operators and possible applications in some control problems such *.s constrained
controllability, reachability [4].

It is well known that the Krein-Rutman on the prol.iein of rx:steui.e of eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors of linear operators leaving invariant solid cones was extended to
convex closed set-valued operators whose graphs are cones (convex processes) in infinite-
dimensional Banach spaces in the papers [6, 8]. We shall give an another approach to
studying this problem. The main tool of the proof we use in this paper differs from [6,
8] substantially at various teclinical points: the operator is not only an arbitrary convex
closed operator, whose graph is not necessarily to be cones, but also need not to be
invariant under any convex solid cones.
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ABSTRACT

The paper studies a class of set-valued operators with emphasis on properties of their
adjoints and existence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of infinite-dimensional convex closed
set-valued operators. Sufficient conditions for existence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
set-valued convex closed operators are derived. These conditions specify possible features
of control problems. The results are applied to some constained control problems of
infinite-dimensional systems described by discrete-time inclusions whose right-hand-sides
are convex closed set- valued functions.
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2. Set-valued convex closed operators

Let X be an infinite-dimensional separable Banach space, A" be its dual topolog-
ical space. The space X' endowed with the weak* topology ff{X',X) will be denoted
by A',*.. A sequence {/„} in X' is said to be weakly* converge to an element /o £ X", if

lim /n(x) = /o(x), for all x e X.
n—oo

Throughout the paper, we denote by < x*,x > the value of x* 6 X" at x 6 X; by con
M, cl M, sp M, int M and ri M, the cone spanned by M, the closure, the linear hull,
the interior and the relative interior of a set M, respectively. We recall that the relative
interior of a set M C X means the topological interior of M related to the smallest
subspace of X containing M. Ker A denotes the kernel of operator A.

Let M C X, we denote by AI" its positive dual cone at 0 G M, i.e.:

> 0 , V x € M } .

Proposition 2.1. Let M,Mi,Mz be convex subsets of X containing zero. Then

(i) (Mi UM2)' = (A/, + M2)' = A/; f~l AfJ.
(ii) M' = {0} and int M # 0 •*=> 0 e int M, if Mis a cone, then M = X.

Proof, (i) is obvious from the definition of the positive dual cone, (ii) is easy to prove
by the separation theorem of convex subsets in Banach space. Let M' = {0}, and
int M y£ 0. Assume that 0 £ int M. By the separation theorem, there is a nonzero
functional x' e X' such that < x*,x > > 0, for all x e M. This implies that x' G M",
which is impossible since M' = {0}. Conversly, if 0 e int M, but Af.' # {0}. Then, let
x* ^ 0 be some functional from M'. By. the definition of the positive polar cone, we
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have < x*,x >> 0 for all x £ M. Since 0 £ int M, we obtain that x* = 0 which is a
contradiction.

A set-valued operator is a map that associates with any x £ X a nonempty subset
F(x) C X called the value of F at x £ X. For any set-valued operator F mapping from
X into X, we associate the domain, the image, the inverse image and the graph of F by

(loin F = {x e X : F(x) j4 0}, Im F = {y £ F(x) : Vx 6 AT},

F - ' M = {y : x 6 F(y)}, gr F = {(x,y) : y 6 F(x)}.

Definition 2.1. A set-valued operator F : X —» X is said to be convex, closed iff gr F
is a convex, closed set. It is called strict if dom F = X. It is called a convex process if
it is strict, and grF is a convex closed cone.

In the sequel, we denote by £(X) the set of all convex closed strict set-valued
operators whose graph contains zero, i.e. (0,0) £ gr F.

Definition 2.2. The adjoint set-valued operator F* : X' -> X' of F(.) 6 C(X) is
defined by

F-{y") x',x ><< y',y>, V(x,?/) G gr F.

From the definition, {y',x') £ gr F' if and only if (-x*, y') £ (gr F ) ' . Then the
graph of F" is obviously closed convex cone and then, the adjoint operator F*(.) is a
convex process [1].

Example 2.1. Consider a set-valued operator given by F(x) = Ax + K, where A is a
linear bounded operator, K is a convex closed cone in X, then

A'x' if x* € K'

0 if otherwise

The following example is needed in many control problems.

Example 2.2. Let F{x) = {u £ fi : Ax + Bu £ A/}, where A : X -> X, B : U -> X
are linear bounded operators, M, fi are convex closed sets. Assume that A is surjective.
Then we can find that.

F*(0) = {A'x' : x- £ (BQ)' n -M'}.

Indeed, it suffices to prove that

(grF)* = {(-A'x',-B'x' +u') :x' e-M',u' £ (H)"}. (1)

Let (x",u*) £ (gr F)'. Since ({x : Ax £ A/},0) C gr F we have

x* £ {x : Ax £ MY = {-A'x' : x' £ -A/ '} .

On the other hand, by the surjectivity of A, for every u £ fi we have

So, for some x* £ —M', x £ A {Bu), we have

< — A~x',x > + <u',u >> o,

Hence

< B'x' +u',u>>0, Vu £ n.
Thus, there is UQ £ Q' such that u' = —B'x' + uj, which implies

(x-, u'} £ {(->l'x', -5*x* + u') : X" £ Jl/', u' £ fi'}.

The above inclusion shows that (gr F)* belongs to the right-hand-side of (1). The
inverse inclusion is obvious.

It is well known that the Banach closed range theorem of linear bounded operators
says that if A is a single-valued linear bounded operator, whose image is closed, then

Im A = X Ker .4* = {0}.

We shall give a set-valued version of this theorem as follows.

Theorem 2.1. Let F £ £(A'),F'(.) is its adjoint and Im F is closed. Then

Im F = A' <= -̂ Ker F' = {0}.

Proof. Let Im F = A'. Assume to the contrary that there is a nonzero functional
p* € X' such that 0 £ F'(p'). By Defintion 2.2 we have

<0,x ><<p',y > for all 2/£F(x).

Taking some y0 £ X such that < p', y0 >< 0. Since Im F = X, for this y0 there exists
some xo £ X such that yo £ F(xo). Hence we have

<p',yo > « 0 , x o > = 0.

Thus, we arrived at a contradicttion to the above established inequality. The inverse is
easy to prove by using the Banach separation theorem as follows. Let Im F is closed
and Ker F* = {0}. Assume that Im F # X. Let ar0 £ Im F. Since 0 £ Im F, by the
separation theorem, there is a nonzero functional p" £ X', such that

<p",x0 Vj/£lmF.

This means by the definition that 0 £ F'(p~), which is a contradiction.

We recall that F(.) is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c) at x<j if for any neighborhood
V(F(xn)) of F(xo), there is a neighborhood V(xo) of xo such that

Vx £ V(*o), F(x) C K(F(x0)).

We say that F is u.s.c if F is u.s.c at every poit x £ X.



Definition 2.3. We say that F*(.) is upper hemicontinucus if for every x G X the
support function y' —> o~(F'{y'),x) := supI.6F.(H.j < x',x > is upper semicontinuous.

Concerning the relation between uper semicontinuity and upper hemicontunuity
of set- valued functions, the reader is refered to [1, 2] for details.

Proposition 2.2.[2] Let F e C(X). Then

(i)(y() ( ) ( ) ,
(ii) [F-k{0)]' = -cl Im F*\k = 1,2,...,
(Hi) [F(0)]" = (lorn F' is a convex closed cone,
(iv) F* is i upper hemicontinuous set-valued function with convex closed bounded

values.

It follows from the above proposition and from the Banach-Alaoglu theorem [7]
that for each y* € dom F', F'(y') is a convex weakly* compact subset. Moreover, it can
be shown, by the same way as in [1, Theorem 10], that F*(.) is a upper semicontinuous
operator mapping from X' into X£.

Wo shall prove the following properties of F" for later use.

Proposition 2.3. Let F G £(X). Then

(ii) If Im F = X, then Im F* , k = 1,2,... are convex, closed cones.
(Hi) If M is a convex set in. X containing zero, then F(M)' = F' (

Proof, (i) Setting F~l = $, by Proposition 2.3 we obtain that

Since

[F*(0)]' = [*-fc(0)]' = -cl Im $ ' \

Im <&' = dom (<!>*) 1 = —dom ($ 1)' = —dom F* ,

we have — cl Im <I>* = cl dom F" . By Proposition 2.2, dom F* is closed, we have
\Fk{0))' =domF*\

(ii) We observe that if Im F = X then dom *fc = X,k = 1,2,... Therefore,
&k G C(X), and dom (F~*)* is a convex closed cone. On the other hand, we have

Im F'" = dom F'~* = -dom (*fc)*.

The last implication proves (ii).
To prove (iii) we first assume that y' G F(M)'. By the definition, for each

m G M, y 6 F(M), we have < y',y >> 0. Taking m", = 0 G M, for every m e M we
have < y',y >>< m^,m > for all y G F(rn). Hence, rnj e F'(j/*), and

2/*eF*-'(m5)cF*~'(M*)-

Conversly, let y" e F*~ (A/*). Then there exists a point m", e M" such that mj €
F'(y'). By the definition of the adjoint operator, we have < y',y ><< mQ,m > for all

y 6 F(m). Thus, for every m 6 M, one can find some y 6 F(7n) because of dom F = X.
Therefore,

<2/",J/ ><< mj,m>< 0, \fy e F(m),m £ M,

which means that y' 6 F(A/)*, as desired.

Definition 2.4. We recall that F(x) has an eigenvector x s X if x 6 dom F and
Ax 6 F(x),x 5̂  0, A is called an eigenvalue of F.

For the set-valued function F(x) = Ax + L, where A is bounded operator, L is a
convex closed cone, F* has eigenvector x* if x' £ L* and Ai" = A'x'.x' ^ 0 for some
XeR.

Theorem 2.2. Let F € £(A"). F" has an eigenvector if and only if cl Im (F-A/) ^ X,
for some AgJJ, where / denotes the identity operator in X.

Proof. Let Ex = F- XI. Since £A e £(A"), for every Xe R we observe that F' has an
eigenvector iff Ker E^ # {0} for some AgJJ. Therefore, it suffices to prove that

Ker El # {0} cl Im Ex

Indeed, let cl Im E\ ^ X, i.e., there is j/o ^ cl Im F/A- By the Banach separation
theorem, as in the second part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 we arrive at the fact that
0 e El(p'), for some nonzero functional p" 6 X'. This means that Ker E\~ # {0}.
Conversly, let Ker E'x £ {0}, but cl Im E\ = X. By Definition 2.2, there is a nonzero
functional p' g A", 0 e F,J(p') such that

<p',y>>< 0,x> Ex-

Taking some 2/0 6 AT such that <p',yo X 0, since cl Im JEA = AT, there exist sequences
yn,xn such that yn 6 F,A(in)> and

<p',Vn >><0,xn > = 0, yn-»j/o-

Then, by leting n —• oo we obtain that < p*,yo >> 0, which contradicts the above
condition for the above chosen element y0.

Remark 2.1. From the proof of Proposition 2.4 we note that the Banach closed range
theorem for set-valued operators given in Theorem 2.1 can be restated for the case when
Im F is not closed as follows.

Theorem 2.3. Let F e C(X). Then

Ker F" = {0} <=> cl Im F = X.

The sufficient conditions for existence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of set-valued
convex closed operators are obtained in [6, 8] by an extension of the Krein-Rutman to
set-valued convex closed operators invariant with respect to a convex solid cone. We
now give an another approach to obtain sufficient conditions for existence of eigenvectors
of F G C(X), which specify direct applications to some control problems.



Let us now set

D=\jF*{0)
k=l

Then by Propositions 2.1, 2.3 we have

D' = ( I dom F* .
k=\

Note that £>* is a convex closed cone containing zero in X'.

Theorem 2.4. //£> isa convex subset with nonempty interior and D" ^ {0}, then F*
has an eigenvector with a nonnegative eigenvalue.

Proof. Let iutD ^ 0 and £>* 5̂  {0}. We shall prove that D~ is spanned by a some
convex weakly* compact set. not containing zero, i.e.,

D~ = con ft, and 0 £ ft.

Indeed, let x0 S int D. Let a > 0 be small enough so that xo+av S D, for all u : |[u|| = 1.
Let

Then, it c:an be shown that ft is a convex closed subset in X'. On the other hand, we
have for each x" 6 ft, ||x"|| < 1, that is the set ft is bounded. Hence, by the Banach-
Alaoglu theorem wo obtain that ft is a convex weakly* compact set in X'. It is easily
to verify that D' = con ft. Our assertion is proved.

We now claim that

Indeed, let x" S D'. Then x* € dom F* for every k = 1,2,.... Therefore, for each
k = 1,2 , there are sequences x*. t, iI = 1,2,..., k, such that

6 f'(I-),

e F*(x*., t), x'ktk € F*(x*),

For each k = 1,2,..., we consider the diagonal sequence xj. k. Since x*. t € f (x*),
in viture of Proposition 2.2, F*(x*) is a convex weakly* compact set in X", we can take,
if necessarily, a subsequence of x*. k weakly* converging in X^ to some y' such that
y' € F*(x*). We shall show that y' € D'. For this, we consider the preceding diagonal
sequence x". fc-1 and the inclusion

Since x*.fc —» y', and since F*(.) is a upper semicontinuous function with comvex,
weakly* compact values, for large enough numbers k > 0, we have x".fc_j 6 F'{y').
Thus, there is a subsequence of x*. k_v k = 2,3,..., says x".^,.^, weakly* converging to
some y" such that y\ € F'(y'). From the foregoing, it follows that y' e dom F*. We
again consider the inclusion

ifc,,fcl_2 6 F-(xl l J t l_ l) , i = 3,4,...

Thus, by the same above argument, we can find a subsequence of x^ t l _ 2 ,k = 3,4,...
converging to some y,. when k —<• oo such that j / * € F'(y[),i = 1,2,...,. This im-
plies y' 6 dom F* . Therefore, continuing the process in the same way, we can find
subsequences y*,i = 0,1,... such that

Consequently, we have y' e dom F**, for each k = 1,2,..., which implies that y* 6 D~.
The assertion (3) is proved. Let us denote K(x') — con F(x"). Consider the following
set-valued function G : ft —> ft defined by

Vx 'Sf t : = A'(x*)nft.

where ft is defined by (2). Using Proposition 2.2 and (3), it is easily verified that

(i) G(x") is upper hemicontinuous ,
(ii) G(x') is nonempty for every x* 6 ft.

Thus, the set-valued upper hemicontinuous operator mapping a weakly' compact
convex set ft into itself, by the generalized Kakutani-Kyfan fixed point theorem [1], has
a fixed point. We obtain that

3x5 e ft: G(x5).

The last inclusion implies that Ax", e F*(x3), for some A > 0, i.e., X*, is an eigenvector
of F' with a nonnegative eigenvalue A.D

Remark 2.2. If X is a finite-dimensional space and D is a convex cone, the assumption
intZ? r (•) implies D' contains no line or, in other words, D' is pointed. Indeed, we have

int D jt 0 <=> D - D = X <=> (D - D)' = {0} <:=> V f] -D' = {0}.

3. Application to controllability

It is well known that many control problems described by nonlinear differential
or discrete-time systems of the type

x(t)/or x(t + 1) = /(t,x(t), u(0)



with constrained controls: u(t) e ft can be reduced to a differential or discrete-time
inclusion x(£)/or x(i + 1) e Ft\x(t)) by setting Ft(x(t)) = {f(t,x,u) : u G f2}. There-
fore, in many case, instead of studying the nonlinear control systems we consider the
set-valued systems. In this section, we shall deal with a discrete-time control systems
described by the following discrete inclusion

s(fc+l)eF(x(fc)), fc = 0,l,... (4)

where F £ C(X). Convex inclusion (4) is called globally null-controllable (globally
reachable, respectively) if for every point x £ X, there exist a number AT > 1 and
a solution x(0),x(\),...,x(N) of (4) such that x(0) = x, x(N) = 0, and (x(0) =
0, x(iV) = x,respectively). In other words, denoting by C/v,(72./v, respectively) the
null controllable (the reachable, respectively) set of (4) after N steps, the inclusion
(4) is globally null-controllable (globally reachable, respectively) iff C = X, {71 = X,
respectively), where

C = Q Cfc, 11 = U Tlk.
k=\ fc=l

If 0 e iut C(() e int Tl, respectively) we say that the inclusion is locally null-controllable
(locally reachable, respectively).

Theorem 3.1. Assume that int FN(Q) ^ 0 for some N > 1. Convex inclusion (4)
in locally reachable, (and globally reachable if gr F is a cone) if and only if F' has no
eigenvector with a nonne.gat.ive eigenvalue.

Proof. Necessity: Assume that inclusion (4) is locally reachable, i.e., 0 € int 72.
(or Tl — X in the case of global reachability). Assume the contrary that F' has an
eigenvector x' such that Ax* € F'(x'), with A > 0. Then for every x € 72, there is a
solution a:(0),:i:(l),...,x(iV), for some N > 1, such that x(0) = 0, x(N) = x. By the
definition of F*(.), we have

< x',x >> A < x',x[N - 1) >> ... > Aw < x',x(0) > = 0.

This implies that a:* = 0, which contradicts the fact that x* is an eigenvector of F*.

Sufficiency: We assume the contrary that the system is not locally reachable (or
globally reachable ), i.e. 0 £ int Ti[orTl^X in the case of global reachability), where

-R=|jFfc(0).

then

D'=TV= f]domF'".
k=l

Since int D ^ 0, by Proposition 2.1, D' ^ {0}. Then using Theorem 2.4 we obtain that
F' has an eigenvector with a nonnegative eigenvalue, which contradicts the assumption
of theorem. •

Theorem 3.2. Assume that Im F = X, and int F~N(0) ^ 0. Convex inclusion (4)
is locally null-controllable (globally null-controllable if gr F is a cone) if and only if F'
has no eigenvector with a positive eigenvalue.

Proof. Note that inclusion (4) is globally (or locally) null-controllable if and only if the
convex system

x{k + l)eF-\z{k)), fc = l,2,... (5)
is globally (or locally) reachable. Since Im F — X,F~X 6 C(X), and using Theorem
2.1, we can claim that F' has an eigenvector with a nonnegative eigenvalue if and
only if (F"1)" has an eigenvector with a positive eigenvalue (see (i), Proposition 2.2).
Therefore, applying Theorem 3.1 to the convex inclusion (5), the assertion of the theorem
is immediately derived. D

Remark 3.1. It is worthwhile to note that for the linear case : F(x) = Ax + L, as in
[6], the condition int FN{0) ^ 0 is equivalent to the rank condition-, for some N > 1,

sp {\V, AW,..., AN-1\V} = A', W = sp L,

where F(x) = Ax + L, L is a convex closed cone and ri L ^ 0.

In the case when F(x) = Ax + L, where A is a linear bounded operator, L is a
convex closed subset and ri L ^ 0, we obtain the following immediate consequences of
the above results for linear discrete-time systems:

Corollary 3.1. Let F(x) = Ax + L. The convex process (4) is locally reachable if and
only if

(i) sp {IV, AW,..., AN~l\V) = X, for some. N > 1
(ii) A' has no eigenvector in L" with a. nonnegative eigenvalue.

Corollary 3.2. Let F(x) = Ax + L. Assume that Im F = X. The convex process (4)
is localli/ mill-controllable if and only if

(i) sp {W, AW,..., AN~lW} = X for some N>1.
(ii) A" has no eigenvector in L" with a positive eigenvalue.

If L is a convex closed cone, the above assertions hold for global reachability or
null- controllability. We derived here some of the controllability results for linear infinte-
dimcnsional discrete-time systems obtained early in [3, 5).
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